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WINTER SERVICES
December 2

11.00 AM

Patrick Timperly

December 9

“

Patrick Timperley

December 16

“

The Minister

December 23

3.00 PM Carol Service

The Minister

Service to be followed by Xmas tea in the Garden Room
December 30

11.00 AM

The Minister

January 6

“

The Minister

January 13

“

The Minister

January 20

“

The Minister

January 27

“

The Minister

February 3

“

The Minister

February 10

“

The Minister

February 17

“

The Minister

February 24

“

The Minister

**********************************************************************.

FACEBOOK PAGE
We now have a Facebook page, The Great Meeting Unitarian
Chapel https://www.facebook.com/LeicesterGreatMeeting/
If you use Facebook, or have friends who do and who could
help you, please feel free to add posts about forthcoming
events and services at the Chapel, as well as any news you
feel would be of interest.
Diane Romano Woodward
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MESSAGE TO THE CONGREGATION FROM

THE MINISTER
To all Great Meeting Members and Friends: Thank you to
everyone for all your wonderful cards and flowers and expressions of concern and sympathy during Annie's illness, and at
the time of her death. The family joins with me in saying how
deeply touched we were by your messages and your
prayers. They meant a very great deal to us. Thank you to all.
Arthur

ANNIE’S FUNERAL
On the 21st of November over 100 friends and family attended
the funeral of Annie Stewart, the wife of our Minister, Arthur.
The service was led by Reverend Sir Ralph Waller and Ian
Imlay was organist The whole downstairs of the chapel was
full, including the benches at the back, and the hymns (Annie’s
own choices) were sung with gusto.
Thom, Jenny and Kate provided moving tributes read out by
Sir Ralph and the prayers and Vesper were fitting and
dignified.
Afterwards, we slowly made our way to the garden room for
the refreshments. I talked to a number of people who had
known Annie for many years and their memories of her as a
genuinely warm and welcoming person chimed exactly with
my own.
On the next page you can read the notes that Arthur supplied
to Sir Ralph for the tribute to Annie.
Michael Drucquer
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TRIBUTE TO ANNIE
Anne Shirley Stewart - Annie to us all - was born in a
Gloucestershire farmhouse on 12th September 1953. She
was a country girl, and remained so all her life.
As a child she believed in fairies at the bottom of the
garden, and her favourite books and illustrations were by
Mable Lucie Attwell. In many ways she was a Mable Lucie
Attwell character herself - loyal, innocent, honest and true.
As a young girl she roamed freely in the fields about her
village home at Pebworth, and made friendships which
lasted all her life. And as a teenager she went to dances
with her friends at the local village halls, and particularly
loved Motown music.
After her schooldays were over, Annie became a Nursery
Nurse working in Birmingham, at the Sandbanks Hotel in
Bournemouth, and in London and Canada; then trained as
a Nurse at the Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, working in A&E
and later in neuro theatres. She was a skilled, reliable and
valued member of a specialist team. Here again she forged
lifelong friendships.
Annie and Arthur were married in 1986, and shortly after,
Kate and Jenny were born. When the girls were growing up
Annie became a Library Assistant and was at Rothley for
many years. She had great “customer care skills” (as she
always referred to them), a genuinely caring, warm,
accessible personality which endeared her to everyone she
met, a real inner warmth which flowed out to others.
Here at Chapel, Annie was Flower Secretary for 16 years,
she baked for - and ran the Saturday Morning Coffee Shop
for some 4 years, for several years acted as Lettings
Secretary, and edited and printed the Newsletter. She
served on the Vestry, and was an immense and unfailing
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support to Arthur in his ministry. Her contribution to Chapel
life was always unassuming, and perhaps unbeknownst to
many, her dedication and enthusiasm was the glue which
held the congregation together through difficult times, and
her ability to lead was the impetus behind many enjoyable
events such as our Christmas Teas, Harvests, and Summer
Fetes.
Latterly Annie had resumed her interest in, and skills at,
knitting, - forming a “Knit & Natter” Group in her home
village, and travelling in England and abroad to Tuscany to
enjoy knitting-related events and holidays, where she made
several valued and inspiring friends, all of whom will miss
her. Other important holiday retreats for her were to
Cornwall and the island of Tilos in Greece.
Annie cared. She cared about politics and fairness, about
other people and their feelings, and about kindness to all
creatures. Annie and Arthur’s pets had also been a big part
of her life, - her cats and the dogs, especially the long walks
with Daisy that she used to take with friends.
A true family person, Annie was a wonderful and dutiful
daughter to her parents, Ruth and Crichton; a devoted and
loving wife to Arthur; a proud mother to Kate and Jenny,
and to Arthur’s son Christian; to her sons-in-law Thomas
and Nick; and to her brother Christopher; and sister-in-law
Lorna and partner Simon. She was also thrilled to be
becoming a Grandmother.
She died on Friday 2nd November in the Royal Infirmary at
the age of just 65.
Irreplaceable and profoundly loved, her family and many
friends are bereft of a vibrant, fun-loving, genuinely warmhearted and welcoming person, who will always be
remembered with deep love and affection.
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LEICESTERSHIRE HISTORIC
CHURCHES SPONSORED WALK
Thank you to everyone who sponsored me on a walk round
historic places of worship in Leicester on 8th September.
On the day I visited 21 churches and chapels, belonging to 8
different religious groups. The total amount sponsored was
£133. Half of this money will come to the funds of Great
Meeting; the other half goes into a fund for the city and
county churches.
Maybe you would like to take part yourself next year ?? Your
route can be as short or long as you wish, and it’s a good
way to see some interesting buildings and also to raise
awareness of the Unitarian presence in the city.
Patrick Timperley

THE WONDERFUL WEDDING DRESS
On 27th September 2018 the wedding of Lilith Hunt-Sheppard
and Michelle Holsey was celebrated at Great Meeting, led by
Rev Patrick Timperley with the Minister acting as Authorised
Person.
Some 50 guests in good humour filled the pews. Both the
brides looked lovely, and after the service Lilith’s mother,
Carol, told me the amazing story of her daughter’s wonderful
wedding dress.
While away driving on holiday, Carol said she came across
what looked suspiciously like a body bag in the road. She
stopped and, after making sure it did not conceal a person,
on opening it found that the bag contained a wedding dress.
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It was a beautiful brocade
creation and brand new.
From the label inside the dress
Carol was able to trace and
contact the shop that made it.
The dressmaker was of course
intrigued and in turn looked up
in their records the person who
had ordered it. She passed this
information on to Carol who
was able to speak to the owner.
On being told that her wedding
dress had been found, the
owner stated that it had simply been destined for the charity
shop - no reason why being given. “Take it to a charity shop,
or keep it if you’ve got a wedding coming up, whatever you
want,” she was told.
“We have got a wedding coming
up…” Carol replied.
Lilith tried on the dress, and
astonishingly it was a perfect fit: a
fairy tale beginning to a story
which we were delighted to share
in on the day.
We wish Lilith and Michelle every
happiness, and continuing good
fortune !

Arthur
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RIDE’N’STRIDE
This year’s Heritage Open Days/ Ride ’n’ Stride event took
place in the second weekend of September. Grateful thanks
are extended to Tony Fletcher who organised the opening
of our chapel to the public and who, as ever, provided a
warm welcome and a very informed introduction to the
chapel’s history and main features to our visitors. All those
who helped him on his rota of chapel hosts are also thanked
for their time and their contribution.

HARVEST FESTIVAL
This year’s Harvest festival Service took place on Sunday 7th
October and was led by Arthur, whose presence we all very
much appreciated knowing, as we did, the sad circumstances
he was facing at home.
Morag and her team of helpers organised a wonderful harvest
lunch afterwards in the light-filled garden room. The picture
opposite show the participants happily tucking into a menu of
quiche, ham, coleslaw, baked potato and salad, followed by
home made plum crumble and custard. After the lunch a sale
of the produce generously provided by the congregation to
decorate the chapel took place. The proceeds have been
donated to chapel funds.
The congregation, and Arthur, would like to extend their
grateful thanks to Patrick and to Simon who have so very ably
covered Sunday Services which Arthur has not been able to
officiate at during the last stages of Annie’s illness. Thanks
are also extended to Chairman Mike for keeping the
congregation informed of developments over this sad period.
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Photos by Tony Fletcher
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THEATRE TRIP : “LIBERTY RIDES FORTH”
As well as being the date of our theatre trip to London to see
a matinee performance of David Kent’s new musical Liberty
Rides Forth, Sunday 14th October was the day of Leicester’s
annual marathon. As we waited for our pick up after the service we cheered on the stragglers running up St. Peters Lane.
The day was grey and cold and I’m sure I wasn't the only one
of our party of 15 glad to be heading into a warm coach.
En route to our destination we made a couple of stops to pick
up groups of Simon and David’s friends. Our journey was
enlivened by our driver’s entertaining commentary and, by the
time we got to Waterloo East theatre, we had forgiven him for
overlooking instructions about how to avoid the marathonrelated road closures that make getting to Great Meeting such
a nightmare for drivers on this particular day of the year.
David had managed to persuade the theatre to ‘hold the
show’ for our coach party so, thankfully, despite arriving 15
minutes late we didn’t miss a single second of David’s funpacked show that sparkled and delighted from start to finish.
Over its 3 week run Liberty Rides Forth received praise from
the critics for, amongst other things, its “fast-paced script” its
numerous “toe-tapping tunes” and its “delicious comedy”. As
a group we agreed that these accolades were well deserved.
We were also united in appreciating the quirky setting chosen
for the show. The theatre is situated under the railway arches
of Waterloo station and occasional noise-effects from the
trains high above heightened the atmosphere and enhanced
the enjoyable experience we shared on our outing to London.
Nicky Drucquer
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BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Warmest congratulations to Thom and Jenny Stewart on the
safe arrival their little baby son, FOREST ALFRED ARTHUR.
He was born at St Mary's Hospital, Melton, on 21st November,
at 11.50 pm.
"For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given" - Thanks
be to God.
A first great-grandchild for Ruth, and grandson for Arthur;
great-nephew for Christopher, and nephew for Kate and
Christian.

Kate Stewart’s lovely
photo of Arthur’s first
meeting with baby Forest.
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INTERVIEW WITH SHIRLEY
You used to have a fascinating hobby, Shirley. How did you and your
late husband, Derek Hall, first get involved with vintage car rallying?
We were introduced by a friend who owned a veteran car and had
done the Brighton run on one occasion. We brought a 1929 Lagonda
and took part in several charity events, first of all locally, then further
afield in the UK.
How did you progress to car rallying in Europe?
In 1987 we sold the Lagonda and brought a Star, which we had
restored. There aren’t many of these cars around as production
finished in 1932. We were then invited to take part in vintage rallies
organised by a French man who had sponsorship from Laurent
Perrier Champagne. The rallies usually commenced in various
Regions of France and always ended in Antibes in the South of
France. On arrival we were given the itinerary, and provided with an
anorak with the Laurent Perrier/ Antibes logo in large letters on the
back. The men were also given a cap with the sponsor’s logo. On the
last night of the rally you were asked to dress in the style of your car.
Can you give us a flavour of a typical rally?
The rallies usually took 9 to 10 days, moving on to different locations
each day, leaving at around 8 o’clock every morning and doing
around 70 miles a day. All the participants met up at lunch time,
where the cars were on show in the Square of the town where we
had lunch. We travelled to a number of different countries
Switzerland, Italy, Germany and Austria.
What was your favourite destination and why?
One of my favourites was Chamonix, the famous skiing resort in the
South East of France. We took the cable car up Mont Blanc, the
views were stunning, but unfortunately the cable car came to a
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sudden standstill on the way down. It was about twenty minutes
before they got us going again, which was rather frightening.
Can you pick out any particular highlights from your rallying days?
The drive over the Pyrenees to Andorra, which we did in the Star,
stands out in my memory. The pass through the mountains was so
high and so challenging. Another highlight was our stay at the 5 star
Palace Hotel in Gstaad.
Were there any particularly nerve–wracking episodes you recall?
Going through the Grand-Saint-Bernard tunnels in an open car was
a stressful experience. Derek didn’t like driving with the hood up as
it restricted his vision.

What make of car are you driving in the photo above?
It’s a 1929 Rolls Royce Phantom II – our last car. Sadly our rallying
days came to an end when Derek developed dementia and had to
stop driving.
Nicky Drucquer
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BOOK REVIEW: THE
CHURCHILL FACTOR
BY

BORIS JOHNSON

HODDER & STOUGHTON, 2015.
Winston Churchill was my
childhood hero, and 'bombs over
Berlin' was our battle cry. And,
though Boris was only one year old
in 1965 when Churchill received his
state funeral, he clearly has great
regard for our hero. Some would say
he seeks a favourable comparison.
On a visit to Winston's birthplace, Blenheim Palace, and looking
at the excellent displays of his life, I
found that my adulation was not
based on much knowledge. So on
the way out, Boris's book promised
to be a good read on the coach home. I had never dreamed that I would
ever buy a book by Boris Johnson, but this proved to be a superb read,
telling all I needed to know about Winston, and revealing a lot about
Boris that we don't find from the media.
Boris's avowed reason for writing this book is to redress his perception that Winston Churchill has been forgotten by recent generations.
But his affection for his subject is apparent. The book is attractively
balanced between factual accounts of the triumphs tempered by whole
chapters devoted to the several disasters. While the disasters are
revealed for what they were – errors of judgement or circumstances,
they are mitigated by Winston's superior intention. He truly believed that
his destiny was to lead his people. Almost certainly his model was John
Churchill, the First Duke of Malborough who, at the Battle of Blenheim,
1704, Boris writes - 'thrashing the French' ….. 'helping to make eighteenth-century England top nation in Europe'. Boris seemed to have visited many of Winston's sites, often on his bicycle, together with deft
images of who he met. A wet bicycle ride to the grave of Mrs Everest, in
Wanstead Cemetery, brings out Winston's loyalty to those who had
helped him, in this case, the nanny who saw him through a lonely and
neglected childhood at Blenheim.
Churchill's qualities are abundantly portrayed; phenomenal energy,
prodigious memory, keen analytical mind, ruthless journalistic ability. His
life in parliament lasted from 1904 to 1964, in which he led our country
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through the two wars with Germany. He was behind many things we now
take for granted; he laid the grounds for the welfare state, the national
health service, national insurance, increased pensions and lowering its
age from 70 to 65 (now being reversed we note). He was a great
admirer of the Liberal Lloyd George, switching parties from Tory to Liberal in 1904, then switching back again in 1924. Opportunism? Or finding
the best outlet for his ambitions.
Churchill wrote 31 books, 13 of them being major works of history
and scholarship, though he never went to University. His work rate was
'phenomenal', but all his writing was dictated to typists, then reworked for
publication. 'The greatest orator of the modern era', his much quoted
speeches were meticulously prepared and rehearsed and he was never
without a typescript, even on the radio. But his celebrated “Never in the
field of conflict has, so much been owed by, so many, to so few', was
spontaneously delivered, after a few minutes thought, while surveying
the event at Uxbridge RAF Station in 1940. Incidentally, he is credited
with creating the RAF, helping to design the tanks that provided the
solution to the trench-warfare stalemate in 1917, and redesigning the
Royal Navy. 'Churchill matters today because he saved our civilisation'.
From an early age Winston Churchill was a man of great personal
courage, seeing considerable military action, escaping from a prisoner of
war camp in South Africa, taking risks, suffering defeats (in the political
wilderness for many years), bouncing back.
And yet, throughout his life there were no moral lapses or whiff of
scandal. He appeared to be what he was, a champion of the people, and
much respected by the working man. Boris likens him to a mid-Victorian
whig, which nods towards our Great Meeting Chapel Forbears –
privileged leaders of society yet committed to social improvement.
Boris writes very well and engagingly and the book is filled with his
humour and turns of phrase, making the most of Churchill's famous wit,
lifestyle and personal habits. Does he want to be thought of as a second
Churchill? If so, I would not wish him to have to suffer the same
challenges. Revealingly, in this time of Brexit, here Boris seems to be no
friend of the European Union, telling us that Churchill saved us from a
'Nazi EU'. Yet Churchill was deeply committed to Europe, with Britain as
an onlooker.
Boris's book ends with a meticulous bibliography
(commissioned) and sources of quotes and information. There is much
here to follow up.
Finally, though I can't find the precise quote among its 421 pages,
Winston discussing the sacrifices made by the British people and allies
in WW2, said something like 'I asked for no more than I would have done
myself'.
Anthony Fletcher
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